EDGEWOOD TAHOE RESORT INSTALLATION
Situated in the majestic setting of Lake Tahoe and bordered by
Nevada’s rugged Sierra Madres, the Edgewood Tahoe Resort is both
defined and inspired by its spectacular, natural surroundings.

Opened in 2017, the newly constructed 154-key Lodge was built as a companion
to the existing world-renowned golf course. The Lodge and its luxurious
amenities –restaurant, bar, spa, guest room tower, adventure center, and event
spaces – have made the area a desirable destination for both leisure and
business travel.
The HBA/Hirsch Bedner Associates’ creative team of Natalie Reeve Davidson,
Brooke Copani and Rich Kinnard were tasked with designing all interior spaces.
Their objective: to celebrate the grandeur of the surrounding natural
environment by taking design cues from lodges of the past, nodding to
traditional and classic furniture profiles, yet infusing them with a modern twist on
materiality and detailing.
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“It was essential that there was a cohesive
experience throughout the property, with
guests flowing easily from one space to the
other and feeling welcomed upon entry
and at ease while transitioning from golf
course, mountains, or lakeside to indoors.
Working with Charter enabled us to
achieve this in a seamless fashion.
Our team could sketch, prototype, refine
and manufacture custom, high-design
seating for a variety of uses and looks—all
produced and shipped from one source.
The end result of great looking product
paired with outstanding performance and
durability is a winning combination.”

Charter Furniture’s ability to custom manufacture both public area and guestroom
seating products with both low and high-volume quantities was an asset to HBA’s
design solution.
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Charter’s collaboration with HBA seamlessly flowed from public areas and meeting
rooms to guestroom and suites tower to F&B outlets, thus creating continuity in
custom seating design detailing, comfort and custom finishing.
With an architecturally dramatic double height lobby, HBA used both small intimate
seating vignettes and larger open great room seating arrangements to suggest
“rooms” within the larger open lobby plan.
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The HBA team raised the backs of Charter’s custom sofas and lounge chairs to further
emphasize these separate highly appointed vignettes that are positioned to face the
magnificent mountain views or the lake views beyond. As one moves through the lobby
lounges, the marriage of traditional and modern custom seating is on full display.
HBA’s nod to the past is embodied in its use of Charter’s custom Wing back lounge
chair that is modern in profile yet uses traditional button tufting. Handsome deeply
button tufted tuxedo sofas are wrapped in beautifully appointed wood paneling,
creating the traditional fireside chat vignette that entices every lodge guest to sit down
and grab a drink.

In the fine dining Edgewood Restaurant, Charter’s custom curved banquettes
coupled with transitional dining chairs replete with subtly contoured tall backs and
spring seat construction, allow guests to comfortably enjoy the exquisite scenery
alongside the 5-star cuisine for hours on end.
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Charter’s collaboration with HBA continued up into the guestrooms and premium
suites. From solid wood ash frames with sophisticated profiles, curated foam
cushions with plush synthetic down filled back cushions, the custom guestroom
seating package takes lodge living to a new sumptuous level.
Custom guestroom wood and upholstered benches epitomize lodge living with
inset log end gain insets. Sculptural wood and metal framed lounge chairs,
wrapped in leather with contrasting textural fabric cushions, offer guests a cozy
seat next to the guestroom fireplace. Custom chaise lounges with exposed ash
wood trim detailing offer guests a perfect place to admire the beautiful views
beyond and just soak up the quiet.

AWARDS

The Edgewood Tahoe Lodge, winner of top awards in the
hospitality industry, including: #1 Resort Hotel in the U.S. by
readers of Travel + Leisure for 2018 and selected as Hotel of
the Year for USA & Canada for Preferred Hotels & Resorts in
2019, is a standout resort property on all levels.
Charter Furniture’s collaboration with HBA plays an integral
role in contributing to the overall internationally recognized
luxury guest experience.

